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• Question: Site a convention center in a small 
tourist town.

– Criterion 1: open land

– Criterion 2: adjacent to roads (within 100m)

– Criterion 3: slope less than 5 degrees

– Criterion 4:  a level area greater than 1.5 acres

To perform the analysis, what kinds of datasets are 
needed?



Step 0--A Snapshot of the ArcMap Data Layer View
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Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question

Note: 
For the purpose of demonstrating the 
“intersect” operation, we assume that 
the parcel is divisible, but cannot be 
merged with each other.

In many cases in the real world where 
the assumption is that parcels are not 
divisible, you should then use “select 
by location” instead of “intersect”.
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Step1

Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question: Step 1



Step 1--A Snapshot of ArcMap view:  selecting parcels that are open land (criterion 1)
SQL: "landuse" = 'open'  Or  SQL: "landuse" LIKE 'open'  are both correct.



Step 1--A Snapshot of ArcMap view:  selecting parcels that are open land (criterion 1)
SQL: "landuse" = 'open'  Or  SQL: "landuse" LIKE 'open'  are both correct.
Notice that SQL : "landuse" IS 'open' does not work.
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Step2

Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question: Step 2



Step 2--A Snapshot of ArcMap view: buffering road by 100 meters, and dissolve all (criterion 2) 



Step 2--Snapshots of ArcMap view: the buffering result. Which one did we get from this step?



Step 2--Snapshots of ArcMap view: the buffering result. Which one did we get from this step?

Yes, this is the winner!
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Step3

Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question: Step 3

Note: 
For the purpose of demonstrating the 
“intersect” operation, we assume that 
the parcel is divisible, but cannot be 
merged with each other.

In many cases in the real world where 
the assumption is that parcels are not 
divisible, you should then use “select 
by location” instead of “intersect”.



Step 3—A Snapshot of ArcMap view: 
intersecting the “openland” + “roads_Buffer” layers (criteria 1 & 2)



Road buffer:
“roads_Buffer” layer

Open land:
“openland” layer

Intersection result:
“roads_open_Inter” layer

Step 3--Snapshots of ArcMap view: 
intersecting the “openland” + “roads_Buffer” layers (criteria 1 & 2)

Note: 
For the purpose of demonstrating the 
“intersect” operation, we assume that 
the parcel is divisible, but cannot be 
merged with each other.

In many cases in the real world where 
the assumption is that parcels are not 
divisible, you should then use “select 
by location” instead of “intersect”.



Step 3--Snapshots of ArcMap Attribute Table view: 
intersecting the “openland” + “roads_Buffer” layers (criteria 1 & 2) 

“openland” layer attribute table: 390 rows Resulting “roads_open_Inter” layer attribute 
table: 250 rows

Dissolved “roads_Buffer” layer attribute table: 1 row The “FID” from the “openland” 
layer is attached to the 
“roads_open_Inter” layer, and 
is the “FID_openla” field in the 
“roads_open_Inter” layer now.
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Step4

Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question: Step 4

Note: 
For the purpose of demonstrating the 
“intersect” operation, we assume that 
the parcel is divisible, but cannot be 
merged with each other.

In many cases in the real world where 
the assumption is that parcels are not 
divisible, you should then use “select 
by location” instead of “intersect”.



Step 4-- Snapshots of ArcMap view:  the slope layer (a raster layer)

Zoom in to a local area



Step 4–Snapshots of ArcMap view:  Zonal Statistics
(Note: the output is only a raster layer , “ZonalSt”, without a table)



Step 4– A Snapshot of ArcMap view:  Zonal Statistics
(Note: the output is only a raster layer , “ZonalSt”, without a table)



Step 4– Snapshots of ArcMap view:  Zonal Statistics as Table (the input dialog view)
(Note: the output is only a table– see next slide)



Step 4–Snapshots of ArcMap view: Zonal Statistics as Table (the output view)
(Note: the output is only a table: ”ZonalSt_Table”)



Step 4–Snapshots of ArcMap Attribute Table View:  
• Join the attribute table of the “roads_open_Inter” layer(result from step 3) with the zonal 
statistics table “ZonalSt_Table”, based on “FID_openla” = “VALUE”



Step 4– A Snapshot of ArcMap Attribute Table View:  
• Join the attribute table of the “roads_open_Inter” layer(result from step 3) with the zonal 
statistics table “ZonalSt_Table”, based on “FID_openla” = “VALUE”
•The layer attribute table after “join” contains Slope information from the zonal statistics table.

Slope Information



Step 4-- Snapshots of ArcMap view:  select by attributes 
(criterion 3: the maximum slope variable is less than 5 degree)



Step 4-- Snapshots of ArcMap view:  export selected features as a new layer, “candidates.shp” 



Step 4-- Snapshots of ArcMap view:  export selected features as a new layer, “candidates.shp” 
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Step 5

Conceptual Framework to Approach this Question: Step 5



Step 5– Snapshots of ArcMap view:  select by attributes 
(criterion 4: the land acre, field “GIS_Acres”, is greater than 1.5 acres)



Step 5– A snapshot of ArcMap view:  select by attributes 
(criterion 4: the land acre, field “GIS_Acres”, is greater than 1.5 acres)
(3 out of 31 candidates were selected, as highlighted in the table)



Step 5– Snapshots of ArcMap view:  export the  selected features



Step 5– A snapshot of ArcMap view:  final results for the site suitability question
(using the slope raster layer as a background)
(the highlighted red parcels meet the criteria 1+2+3+4)



Step 5– A snapshot of ArcMap view:  final results for the site suitability question
(using the world image as a background)
(the highlighted red parcels meet the criteria 1+2+3+4)



Questions?|Ask Us
11.520staff@mit.edu

• Start to think about 
potential topics for 
the final term project

• Examples

– Race and ethnicity for 
the top 40 cities in the 
United States, and for 
Chicago

http://www.flickr.com/photos/walkingsf/sets/72157624812674967/with/4981417821/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/walkingsf/sets/72157624812674967/with/4981417821/
http://www.radicalcartography.net/index.html?chicagodots


Questions?|Ask Us
11.520staff@mit.edu

This Power Point was prepared by Lulu Xue and Shan Jiang, Oct 2010
Dataset for the site suitability study was modified from the 2010 GIS test-out exam provided by Prof. Michael Flaxman 


